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ABSTRACT 

This work focused on evaluating a single-ended complementary push-pull topology 

for LTE system-on-chip RF pre-power amplifier, to increase power efficiency 

compared to an existing class-A amplifier. Suitability of the push-pull topology was 

studied against strict linearity specification. Frequency range in this study was 1710-

2020 MHz, and 10 dBm sine wave output power was targeted. 

Common source and source follower amplifier variants were designed and 

simulated in a schematic level. Gain control functionality was implemented by 

dividing the amplifier into controllable partitions. Output DC-voltage was set using a 

common mode feedback. 

Source follower topology performance was severely affected by impedance 

gyration, which was compensated by lowering the amplifiers’ input impedance. This 

however dropped performance significantly, and therefore common source topology 

was stated to be a better choice for the pre-power amplifier. Linearity was adequate 

in both topologies. 

Schematic level common source variant simulations showed good typical 

performance for LTE bands 2 and 23, although design improvements were also 

identified. PAE over 40 % for 10 dBm sine wave was simulated, while S22 was better 

than -10 dB. Harmonic frequency levels were low, and OIP3 of 23 dBm was 

achieved. 

According to schematic simulations, class-A 1.8 GHz pre-power amplifier can be 

replaced with a complementary common source push-pull amplifier, to achieve better 

power efficiency. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tässä työssä tutkittiin yksipäisen komplementaarisen push-pull topologian 

soveltuvuutta LTE-järjestelmäpiirin RF-esitehovahvistimeksi, parantamaan 

tehohyötysuhdetta verrattuna nykyiseen A-luokan vahvistimeen. Push-pull -

topologian soveltuvuutta tutkittiin tiukkaa lineaarisuusvaatimusta vasten. 

Tutkimuksen taajuusalue oli 1710-2020 MHz, ja 10 dBm siniaaltoulostuloteho oli 

tavoitteena. 

Työssä suunniteltiin ja simuloitiin yhteislähde- ja lähdeseuraaja-vahvistinversiot 

piirikaaviotasolla. Vahvistimet hajautettiin aktivoitaviin osioihin vahvistuksensäätöä 

varten ja lähdön DC-jännite asetettiin käyttäen yhteismuotoista takaisinkytkentää. 

Lähdeseuraaja-topologian suorituskykyyn vaikutti haitallisesti 

impedanssigyraatio, jota kompensoitiin laskemalla vahvistimen tuloimpedanssia. 

Tämä kuitenkin laski suorituskykyä merkittävästi, ja tästä syystä yhteislähde-

topologian todettiin olevan parempi vaihtoehto esitehovahvistimelle. Molemmat 

topologiat olivat riittävän lineaarisia. 

Piirikaaviotason yhteislähde-version simulaatiot osoittivat hyvää tyypillistä 

suorituskykyä LTE-kanavilla 2 ja 23, vaikka version kehityskohteitakin tunnistettiin. 

Yli 40 % PAE simuloitiin 10 dBm siniaallolla, S22 ollessa parempi kuin -10 dB. 

Harmonisten taajuuksien tasot olivat matalat, ja 23 dBm OIP3 saavutettiin. 

Piirikaaviosimulaatioiden mukaan A-luokan 1.8 GHz esitehovahvistin voidaan 

korvata komplementaarisella yhteislähde push-pull -vahvistimella, jotta parempi 

tehohyötysuhde saavutettaisiin. 

 

Avainsanat: push-pull, komplementaarinen, lähetin, vga, ppa, ic. 
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS 

AM Amplitude Modulation 

CMFB Common Mode Feedback 

CMOS Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

CS Common Source 

DC Direct current 

dB Decibel 

dBc Decibel relative to carrier 

dBm Decibel relative to one milliwatt power 

IC Integrated Circuit 

IMD Intermodulation Distortion 

IP3 Third Intercept Point 

I/O Input/Output 

LTE Long Term Evolution 

OIP3 Output referred Third Intercept point 

PA Power Amplifier 

PAE Power Added Efficiency 

PCB Printed Circuit Board 

PM Phase Modulation 

PPA Pre-power Amplifier 

PSRR Power Supply Rejection Ratio 

PVT Process-Voltage-Temperature 

RF Radio Frequency 

RFIC Radio Frequency Integrated Circuit 

SF Source Follower 

SoC System on Chip 

TX Transmitter 

VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio 

gm Transconductance 

ID Drain Current 

IQ Quiescent Current 

Q Quality factor 

RL Load Resistance 

Ropt Optimal Load Resistance 

ro Mosfet Output Resistance 

S22 Output Reflection Coefficient 

VDD Supply voltage 

VGD Gate-to-Drain Voltage 

VGS Gate-to-Source Voltage 

Vt Mosfet Threshold voltage 

η Drain efficiency 



 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The field of radio frequency (RF) communication has grown fast over the past two 

decades, reaching deep into our everyday life. Our cell phones are used for many 

purposes and wireless communications are essential for many applications. In 

medical field, patients’ brain or heart activity can be monitored wirelessly, allowing 

the patient to move around freely. RF-devices can be used to track merchandise, pets, 

cattle, children, convicts and many more. Wireless communications have become 

almost as common as electricity itself. It is envisioned that our homes will someday 

be part of wireless network that controls almost everything. Wireless data links 

provide seamless connection for example among our laptops, cell phones, printers, 

TVs, and microwave ovens. Wireless local area network and Bluetooth connections 

are good examples of such links. [1] 

The reason why wireless communications have become so common, is the 

decreasing cost of electronics. Today’s basic mobile phones cost about the same 

amount of money than a decade ago, although complexity is increased. This kind of 

cheapness is based on high level of integration and lack of external components. 

Increasing integration is a cause of two factors: the scaling of very-large-scale 

integration processes, particularly in Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor 

(CMOS) technology, and inventions in RF-architectures, circuits, and devices. When 

integration is increased, also the performance of RF-circuits has been improved. For 

example, the power consumption of a block is decreased, and speed of RF circuits is 

increased. [1] 

 

1.1. Modern RFIC Challenges 

Even though RF-circuits and Integrated Circuits (IC’s) have been under research for 

decades, the design and implementation of RF-circuits and transceivers remain 

challenging. There are three reasons for this. First, the knowledge needed for a 

person to enter the Radio-Frequency-Integrated-Circuit (RFIC) design world is huge. 

Circuit design requires solid skills in understanding the RFIC-theory and principles. 

Second, RF circuits must deal with multiple trade-offs and still fit into the given 

specification. Third, need for higher performance, lower cost, and greater 

functionality, keeps the design work challenging. Previously, a single transceiver 

with baseband processor was fitted into an IC. Nowadays, multiple transceivers with 

different operating frequencies are fitted into same IC. Because of these multiple 

transceivers, the transceiver area is in fact larger than the digital baseband processor, 

which used to dominate before. This sets some pressure to the size of the 

transceivers. [1] 

When minimum length of CMOS transistors decreases, the manufacturing costs 

are usually growing per silicon wafer. This keeps the transistor area cost almost at a 

constant level, but some components, like integrated inductors, take the same area as 

they would in a cheap bulk processes. This drives advanced process designers to use 

as few inductors as possible. 

Another big challenge is the need for low power consumption. Internet-of-Things 

devices are a clear target for low power and highly efficient RFICs. Advanced low 

power processes have usually low supply voltage, and this causes some trouble when 

dealing with 50 Ω RF terminations. 
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1.2. Thesis’ Specification 

This Thesis focuses on evaluating a push-pull topology for Pre-Power Amplifier 

(PPA) in Long Term Evolution (LTE) System-on-Chip (SoC). PPA is used to 

amplify the RF signal level high enough for a power amplifier (PA). The existing 

PPA-solution is operating in class-A, and idea is to try class-AB/B push-pull 

amplifier topology to improve the PPA power efficiency. Another goal is to have 

single-ended output to save input/output (I/O) pins, while the existing solution is 

differential. Variable gain functionality needs to be implemented in PPA. Inductors 

should be avoided. Specification for the PPA is found in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. PPA specification for this Thesis 

Specification Value 

1 dB Compression Point > 10 dBm 

0.5 dB Compression Point > 7 dBm 

IMD3
2 

< -40 dBc 

2
nd

 Harmonic
2 

< -40 dBc 

3
rd

 Harmonic
2 

< -40 dBc 

5
th

 Harmonic
2 

< -50 dBc 

S22 < -10 dB 

Operating Frequency Range
1
 1710 MHz – 2020 MHz 

Preferred Output type Single-ended 

Inductors To be avoided 

Class AB/B 
1) Tuning for different frequencies 
2) Output power (Pout) = 2 dBm 

 

1.3. Thesis’ TX Chain 

Block diagram of RF transmitter (TX) chain related to this Thesis is illustrated in 

Figure 1. When designing the PPA, the big picture of the TX chain should be 

considered. 

 

 
Figure 1. Thesis’ TX-chain block diagram. 
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Mixer is fed with digital real and imaginary component constellation point data, 

and with a help of local oscillator signal, data is converted into RF. The mixer output 

product is current, and it is driving a balun which forms a voltage. Balun also cancels 

capacitive part of mixer output impedance and filters harmonics. Differential signal 

is converted to single-ended using the balun. 

Voltage signal is then feeding the PPA which drives the PA with a help of 

impedance matching network. SoC boundary is right after PPA, and therefore 

matching and PA are external components. PA is driving an antenna which converts 

the signal to electromagnetic radiation. Blocks after PA are not drawn in the figure to 

simplify the presentation. It must be mentioned that there are many parallel TX-

chains supporting different frequencies in a final product, but this Thesis focuses on 

a single TX-chain. 
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2. RF-AMPLIFIER PERFORMANCE METRICS 

When amplifiers are designed and compared, some basic metrics should be declared 

first. This chapter discusses how RF-amplifier performance can be characterized 

using numerical values. 

 

2.1. Gain 

Gain defines how much the amplifier will increase the signal level.  Gain can be 

defined using voltages, currents or power levels for example. Voltage and power 

gains are defined in (1) and (2), 

 

𝐴𝑉|𝑑𝐵 = 20 log
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
     (1) 

 

𝐴𝑃|𝑑𝐵 = 10 log
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑃𝑖𝑛
     (2) 

 

which indicate the ability to amplify signal below the point where nonlinearities start 

to take control. Many times, the signal absolute value is given in dBm, which refers 

to a 1 mW RF power as written in (3). [1] 

 

𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔|𝑑𝐵𝑚 = 10 log
𝑃𝑠𝑖𝑔

1 𝑚𝑊
        (3) 

 

The gain of an amplifier is generally a nonlinear function which can be 

approximated by a polynomial over some signal range. In (4)  

 

𝑦(𝑡) ≈ 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑥(𝑡) + 𝛼2𝑥2(𝑡) + ⋯ + 𝛼𝑛𝑥𝑛(𝑡)       𝑥1 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑥2  (4) 

 

amplifiers’ output signal is marked as y(t), input x(t), and both can be either voltages 

or currents that vary over time. The first term α0 is the amplifier biasing point and α1 

is the small signal gain. These are the linear terms of an amplifier. If α0 is much 

bigger than α1x(t), the biasing point is disturbed negligibly. Higher order terms cause 

nonlinearity and they need to be considered when x is large. [2] 

 

2.2. Gain Compression 

If amplifier’s bias point information is discarded, and up to third order nonlinearity is 

considered, Equation (5)  

 

𝑦( 𝑡) ≈ 𝛼1𝑥(𝑡) + 𝛼2𝑥2(𝑡) + 𝛼3𝑥3(𝑡)   (5) 

 

can be used to estimate the amplifier behaviour. If x(t)=Acos(ωt), where A is the 

input amplitude, output term of (5) is simplified in (6). [1] 

 

𝑦(𝑡) =
𝛼2𝐴2

2
+ (𝛼1𝐴 +

3𝛼3𝐴3

4
) cos 𝜔𝑡 +

𝛼2𝐴2

2
cos 2𝜔𝑡 +

𝛼3𝐴3

4
cos 3𝜔𝑡        (6) 
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It can be noticed that fundamental tone x(t) has gain: α1+(3α3A
2
)/4. A nonlinearity 

term has appeared in the gain expression and the value varies with respect to A. An 

interesting point to be examined is that do α1 and α3 have the same sign? If they do, it 

can be shown that amplifier’s gain is expanding, or in other words, increasing when 

A grows. Likewise, if α1α3<0, the gain is decreasing when input amplitude increases, 

which is called compression. For example, ideal bipolar transistor in forward active 

region and driven from low-ohmic source can have an expansive behaviour, while 

differential pairs suffer from compression. Most RF circuits of interest are 

compressive. [1] 

When amplifier behaviour is compressive, gain drops quite rapidly at some point 

as A rises. This point is quantified as “1 dB compression point”, which refers to 

power or amplitude level where gain is decreased by 1 dB. This point can be either 

input or output referred. In this thesis, output referred compression points are 

discussed. Figure 2 shows P1dB definition. [1] 

 

 
Figure 2. P1dB compression point definition. 

 

2.3. AM-AM and AM-PM Conversions 

As written so far, amplifier gain varies as a function of input amplitude. Also, signal 

phase varies as a function of input amplitude. AM-AM and AM-PM concepts are 

used to describe these behaviours, where AM stands for Amplitude Modulation and 

PM for Phase Modulation. 

AM-AM conversion means conversion between amplitude modulation present in 

the input signal, and the modified amplitude modulation present in the output signal, 

where modification is due to gain variation. An effect where the amplitude 

modulation in the input signal causes phase modulation in the output signal, is called 

AM-PM conversion. These conversions are illustrated in Figure 3. [3] 
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Figure 3. AM-AM and AM-PM conversion. 

 

2.4. Third Order Intercept Point 

Although nonlinearity effects are visible using one tone input signals, the results 

might not be reliable on giving estimation about systems linearity. For example, 

harmonic frequencies might not fit into the amplifier’s passband. If two sinusoidal 

signals are applied into a nonlinear system, also other frequency components than 

harmonics are appeared. This phenomenon is called intermodulation (IM) and it 

happens when the sum of two signals is raised to a power greater than one. 

Mathematically, if x(t)=A1cos(ω1t) + A2cos(ω2t), the spectrum of (5) is illustrated in 

Figure 4. [1] 

 

 
Figure 4. Illustration of the output spectrum when input is a two-tone signal. 
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From Figure 4 it can be noticed that some IM products are very close to the two-

tone test frequencies in this mathematical model, and therefore fit into a passband of 

a narrowband system. If levels of these third order IM products are known, an 

estimate of systems linearity can be achieved. Using Figure 4 amplitude values well 

below compression, Equation (7)  

 

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝐼𝑀𝐷3 = 20 log(
3𝛼3

4𝛼1
𝐴2)  𝑑𝐵𝑐    (7) 

 

can be derived. It defines an estimation of the third order intermodulation products in 

relation to the fundamental tone. [1] 

Linearity estimation of (7) is a function of input amplitude. However, there is a 

single number measure of linearity which is called third order intercept point (IP3). It 

is based on a fact that when fundamental tone amplitudes rise, the IM product 

amplitudes rise even faster. In fact, they rise at speed of A
3
. This means that there 

might be an A-value where these rising amplitude terms are equal. When amplitudes 

of fundamental and IM3 product are plotted versus input amplitude in a logarithmic 

scale, these form quite straight lines which cross at IP3. In real life, both lines are 

saturated before IP3, and crossing never happens because of gain compression. This 

theoretical point can still be used to evaluate systems linearity.  Interestingly, it can 

be mathematically estimated that input referred IP3 is roughly 10 dB higher than 

Pin1dB. When RF transmitters are discussed, output referred IP3 (OIP3) is usually 

used. Figure 5 shows the definition of IP3 when signals are plotted as powers in dBm 

scale. [1] 

 

 
Figure 5. IP3 point definition using two-tone amplitude sweep. 

 

Outside of theoretical models, it is advisable to check relative IMD3 when large 

signal linearity near compression point is examined, because it may differ from small 

signal IP3 prediction. 
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2.5. Output Reflection Coefficient 

Figure 6 is representing a two-port network or device-under-test (DUT). A signal 

source VIN with input resistance RS is driving the DUT input. The output is 

terminated with load resistance (RL). Incident wave at the input is marked as V1
+
 and 

reflected wave as V1
-
. Same is true for output port with V2 waves, respectively. [1] 

 

 
Figure 6. Incident and reflected waves in a two-port network. 

 

One of the scattering parameters, output reflection coefficient (S22), is determined 

in (8). 

 

𝑆22 =
𝑉2

−

𝑉2
+ | 𝑉1

+ = 0                  (8) 

 

It is basically a meter of relation between incident and reflected wave at the load 

port. It defines how accurately the output is matched. It must be noted that scattering 

parameters are frequency-dependent complex values and usually informed in 

decibels. Equation (9) shown below 

 

𝑆22 =
𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡−𝑅𝐿

𝑍𝑜𝑢𝑡+𝑅𝐿
               (9) 

 

is used more often and it determines S22 as a function of DUT output impedance and 

load resistance. [1] 

 

2.6. Stability 

Input and output termination impedances vary in a two-port network. When stability 

is assessed, these impedance variations need to be considered. When no combination 

of passive source and load impedance exist that can cause the circuit to oscillate, the 

circuit is called unconditionally stable. [4] 

The whole circuit can be designed to be unconditionally stable although this can 

be too restrictive and lower the desired performance. If the impedance variations of 

input and output terminations can be estimated in design phase, the circuit can be 

designed to be stable over these variations, and still achieve good performance. 

There still might be a load-source combination that can cause instability. This kind of 

design is called conditionally stable. [4] 
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If a two-port network is unconditionally stable, it is necessary that the real parts of 

port impedances with passive terminations, are positive. This criterion written with s-

parameters is shown in (10) and (11).  

 

𝐾 =
1−|𝑆11|2−|𝑆22|2+|∆𝑠|2

2|𝑆12𝑆21|
> 1                   (10) 

 

|∆𝑠| = |𝑆11𝑆22 − 𝑆12𝑆21|         (11) 

 

Equation (10) is fulfilled with certain conditions, and one of the conditions is written 

in (12). [4] 

 

𝐵1 = 1 + |𝑆11|2 − |𝑆22|2 − |∆𝑠|2 > 0        (12) 

 

If (10) and (12) are not fulfilled at all frequencies, it is important to study the 

impedance that causes circuit to oscillate. This impedance makes the input or output 

reflection coefficients magnitude to be greater than one. Border of the output or input 

impedance, that makes the reflection coefficient to be greater than one, can be 

mathematically derived using S-parameters. More practical approach is to let the 

design software to draw these borders or circles on the Smith chart. [5] 

It must be noted that borders only separate stable and unstable area. Stable area 

can be either inside or outside the circle, and it should be always examined 

separately, when using stability circles. Stable area can be identified using a simple 

procedure. When source stability circles are examined, first step is to select a source 

termination that is not on the border of the stability circle and see if it causes |S22| to 

be less or greater than unity. Natural choice for this is the original source impedance 

used in S22 measurement. If |S22| < 1 with this impedance, load is stable on test 

source impedance area. If |S22| > 1, test source impedance area causes instability. 

Same technique can be used for load stability circles. Figure 7 illustrates method 

described. [5] 
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Figure 7. Stability circles and stable area analysis. 

 

2.7. Power Efficiency 

Most power amplifiers are consuming a lot of power compared to other blocks inside 

of a RF transceiver. That is why in battery powered systems, the efficiency of these 

amplifiers has a huge effect on systems operating time. CMOS amplifier efficiency 

can be defined using drain-efficiency (η) as in (13), 

 

η% =
100×P𝐿

𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦
               (13)  

 

where PL is referring to an average power delivered to the load, and Psupply is an 

average power drawn from the power supply. 

Usually η is a good metric for power efficiency but in some cases where amplifier 

gain is low, the input average power (Pin) can be high and cause significant power 

loss. To take this effect into account, a quantity Power-Added-Efficiency (PAE), 

explained in (14), is used. [1] 

 

𝑃𝐴𝐸% =
100×(𝑃𝐿−𝑃𝑖𝑛)

𝑃𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑦
            (14) 
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3. RF-AMPLIFIER DESIGN THEORY 

Amplification is necessary procedure in most analog circuits and amplifier is needed 

if signal is too small to drive a load or next stage is too noisy for weak signal. 

Amplification is also crucial in feedback systems. Digital systems also need 

amplification. RF-amplifier design process is a multidimensional challenge where a 

lot of different aspects need to be considered simultaneously. Dilemma is lit in 

Figure 8 which shows the trade-offs between different design parameters. [2] 

 

 
Figure 8. Analog design octagon. 

 

3.1. Traditional Amplifier Classes 

Amplifier topologies and biasing conditions can be categorized in classes with 

different letters, for example A, B, C, D, E, F etc. Traditional power amplifier input 

and output waveforms are usually considered sinusoidal. If this assumption is 

avoided, better efficiencies can be accomplished. In this theory section, the most 

traditional analog amplifier classes are reviewed. [1] 

 

3.1.1. Class-A 

If amplifier is categorised to class-A, its’ output transistor(s) remain on and operate 

across the full input and output swing. Therefore, a conduction angle of an output 

transistor is 360°. Class-A amplifier output mosfet current wave is demonstrated in 

Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. Class-A amplifier output transistor current. 

 

Transistor current needs to be biased to a certain direct current (DC) level to ensure 

that the device stays on during sinewave negative half cycle. In fact, bias current Ibias 

should be higher than peak signal current Ipeak. [1] [4] 

Class-A amplifiers are usually assumed to be linear, although this is not self-

evident because of varying transconductance of a transistor, for example. Still class-

A amplifiers are used when linearity is required. Inductively loaded class A amplifier 

is theoretically reaching drain efficiency of 50 % at rail-to-rail output swing but this 

is not usually suitable. Impedance matching also produces some losses, and transistor 

must withstand AC peak voltages up to twice the DC power supply voltage without 

reliability issues. [1] 

 

3.1.2. Class-B 

Conduction angle is 180° for class-B output stage, and no biasing current is flowing 

in the output stage. Therefore, some efficiency improvement over class-A can be 

achieved, although linearity is not as good. It can be calculated that class-B amplifier 

can reach 78.5 % drain efficiency. However, PAE is not increased as much because 

class-B power gain is 6 dB lower compared to class-A. Class-B amplifier output 

mosfet current waveform is demonstrated in Figure 10 [4]. [6] 
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Figure 10. Class-B amplifier output transistor current. 

 

Half-wave rectification of a single transistor class-B output stage creates 

enormous amount of distortion. Linearity can be improved if full-wave is 

reconstructed from half-waves, which is called a push-pull topology. It is discussed 

more closely in chapter 3.2. A traditional class-B push-pull amplifier employs two 

parallel output stages, each of which conduct a half cycle of a sinewave separately. 

[6] 

 

3.1.3. Class-AB 

Conduction angle is between 180° and 360° for class-AB output stage. It basically 

means that the output device is turned off less than half cycle of a sinewave. 

Linearity, power gain and drain efficiency of class-AB output stage are somewhere 

between classes A and B. AB is said to be a compromise between classes A and B 

and hence the name. The amount of linearity improvement compared to class-B is 

proportional to a conduction angle increase. The increase in conduction angle helps a 

push-pull output stage to overcome crossover distortion. Class-AB amplifier output 

mosfet current waveform is demonstrated in Figure 11. [3] [6] 

 

 
Figure 11. Class-AB amplifier output transistor current. 
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3.2. Push-Pull Configuration 

When class-AB/B amplifier is driven so that one transistor amplifies positive portion 

of the signal, and another transistor negative portion, it is called a push-pull 

amplifier. Figure 12 shows a typical push-pull amplifier circuit commonly shown in 

literature. Two NMOS transistor are driven differentially and conducting load current 

alternately. This happens because transistors are biased to zero bias current, and thus 

transistor ends up in cut off region when negative part of sinewave reaches gate 

contact. Transformer is used to connect the half waves together to form a full sine 

wave. Transformer turn ratio can be used for impedance matching. [6] [1] [4] 

 

 
Figure 12. Transformer coupled push-pull amplifier. 

 

Push-pull configuration can also be realised using complementary devices, which 

means that P and N type transistors are used to conduct different half cycles. The 

poor availability of P-type high frequency power transistors has tended to limit the 

use of complementary topology to HF-bands in PA use [3]. However, 

complementary amplifier configuration has been used in RF TX chains in quite 

recent publications [7] [8]. Figure 13 shows a typical complementary push-pull 

topology.  
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Figure 13. Complementary push-pull amplifier. 

 

In a push-pull configuration, due to nonlinear transition from transistor cut-off to 

active mode and vice versa, crossover distortion is formed in output waveform. This 

kind of distortion is illustrated in Figure 14. [3] 

 

 
Figure 14. Crossover distortion from push-pull topology. 

 

3.3. Mosfet Amplification Stages 

Traditional mosfet has three terminals: gate (G), drain (D) and source (S). If mosfet 

is used to amplify signal with simple connections, one of the terminals must provide 

input signal and one output signal, leaving third terminal to be freely connected. This 

third terminal is known as “common” which is used in naming. Common drain 

amplifier is usually called as source follower (SF). This section discusses common 

source (CS) and source follower topology amplifiers. Common gate amplifier 

topology is not examined because it suits better to cascode amplifiers. 

CMOS behaviour is described in (15-17), 
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𝐼𝐷 =
1

2
µ𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑥

𝑊

𝐿
(𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝑇𝐻)2       (15) 

 

𝑔𝑚 = √2µ𝑛𝐶𝑜𝑥
𝑊

𝐿
𝐼𝐷      (16) 

 

𝑟0 ≈
1

λI𝐷
       (17) 

 

which are for NMOS devices, and second order effects are not considered excluding 

(17). It must be noted that these equations are only weakly modelling actual 

operation of a mosfet in varying conditions, and the operation needs to be simulated 

to check the real behaviour. [2] 

 

3.3.1. Common Source Amplifier 

Transconductance of a mosfet converts voltage signal in gate to drain current. If this 

ID is passed through a resistor, a voltage difference is generated across the resistor. 

Figure 15 shows the basic resistor loaded CS amplifier.  

 

 
Figure 15. Resistor loaded CS-amplifier. 

 

Voltage gain of this model is illustrated in (18) and output resistance is written in 

(19). [2] 

 

𝐴𝑉_𝐶𝑆 = −𝑔𝑚(𝑟𝑜||𝑅𝑑) = −𝑔𝑚
𝑟𝑜𝑅𝑑

𝑟0+𝑅𝑑
    (18) 

 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝐶𝑆 = 𝑅𝑑||𝑟𝑜 =
𝑟𝑜𝑅𝑑

𝑟0+𝑅𝑑
          (19) 

 

Sometimes square-law dependency of drain current creates too much expansive 

nonlinearity with high input voltages, and the ID behaviour needs to be softened. This 
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can be accomplished by putting a degeneration resistance in series with the source 

terminal in CS-configuration. Basic idea is to make (18) a weaker function of gm. 

Also output resistance of CS-amplifier is increased. Drawback of source 

degeneration is lower gain and higher noise. Resistive degeneration increases 

compressive characteristics and thus creates third order distortion [1]. Resistively 

degenerated CS-amplifier is shown in Figure 16. [2] 

 

 
Figure 16. Resistor loaded CS-amplifier with resistor source degeneration. 

 

The effect of source degeneration is illustrated in Figure 17. In the upper a-

section, ID is strongly square-law dependent and it causes gm to rise as a function of 

VIN. Gain behaviour would be expanding in this case. In lower b-section, ID is 

saturated to a 1/Rs slope, and gm is stabilised to be more constant in high VIN values. 

[2] 

  

 
Figure 17. CS-amplifier ID vs VIN, and the effect of resistive source degeneration. 
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3.3.2. Source Follower Amplifier 

Source follower amplifier is formed when gate is driven with input signal, and source 

follows the input signal creating output. Figure 18 shows a basic resistor loaded SF.  

 
Figure 18. Resistor loaded source follower amplifier. 

 

Voltage gain of this model is expressed in (20).  

 

𝐴𝑉_𝑆𝐹 =
𝑔𝑚𝑅𝑠

1+(𝑔𝑚+𝑔𝑚𝑏)𝑅𝑠
            (20) 

 

Effect of ro is usually small and ignored. It can be noticed that maximum voltage 

gain is always below 1. The strength of a source follower is in its low output 

resistance which is written in (21).  

 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡_𝑆𝐹 =
1

𝑔𝑚+𝑔𝑚𝑏
                   (21) 

 

If (20) and (21) are considered, it can be noticed that body effect decreases the 

voltage gain but lowers the output resistance. [2] 

 

3.4. Effects of Direct Feedback 

Negative feedback can be used to desensitize amplifier properties over process and 

temperature variations. It also affects gain, bandwidth and impedance levels, for 

example. Figure 19 is illustrating a feedback amplifier model where block A is the 

amplifier open loop gain, and β is the feedback network effect.  
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Figure 19. Simple amplifier system with negative feedback. 

 

Equation (22) shows a closed loop gain of this amplifier system. [2] 

 
𝑦

𝑥
=

𝐴

1+𝐴𝛽
     (22) 

 

It can be calculated that this kind of voltage amplifier with voltage feedback has 

an equivalent output resistance expressed in (23). 

 

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 =
𝑅𝐴−𝑜𝑢𝑡

1+𝐴𝛽
     (23) 

 

Current drawn by the feedback network is neglected, and RA-out is output resistance of 

the A. It can be noticed that both gain and output resistance are scaled down by a 

factor 1+ Aβ. However, bandwidth of an amplifier will be increased by the same 

factor. [2] 

In RF-world, term feedback is sometimes used in various configurations, where 

lossy matching is used to improve the bandwidth at the expense of gain. A resistor 

between mosfet drain and gate is an example of such feedback. This kind of feedback 

improves stability and decreases quality (Q)-factor but does not usually increase 

linearity. [6] 

 

3.5. Impedance Matching 

Impedance matching is a typical problem in RF circuit world that needs some 

attention. For example, the terminating 50 Ω resistance RL needs to be transformed to 

an optimal-load-resistance (Ropt). Impedance transform ratio is written in (24) [6].  

 

𝑚 =
𝑅𝐿

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡
      (24) 

 

Matching network performing this impedance transformation can be thought as a 

voltage conversion network. Voltage transfer function in the operating frequency can 

be defined as in (25),  

 
𝑉𝑜𝑢𝑡

𝑉𝑖𝑛
=  √𝑚     (25) 
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if impedance matching is assumed to be lossless, and imaginary part to be cancelled. 

[1] 

 

3.5.1. Conjugate and Power Matching 

When dealing with RF-systems, a conjugate matching is often mentioned. In output 

port, it basically means that load impedance is a complex conjugate of output 

impedance of an amplifier. This kind of output matching will provide maximum 

available power into an external load, if the power generator has no physical limits. 

These limits can be for example the maximum current the generator can supply or 

the maximum voltage the generator can produce. When generators full voltage and 

current swings are utilized, ideal output load resistance is introduced as follow: Ropt = 

Vmax / Imax. This is called a power or loadline match, and according to experience it 

will typically raise 1 dB compression point 2 dB higher compared to conjugate 

matching. [6] 

Term Imax is mostly associated to class-A amplifiers where it is usually related to 

bias current level. When designing class-AB/B amplifiers, the maximum current 

swing concept doesn’t exist in that sense and Ropt should be defined based on the 

fundamental component of distorted current waveform. A certain size transistor 

might have maximum current limit for safe operation, but transistors’ active area 

width can be increased inside RFIC, and thus current capability is scalable.  

When single-ended rail-to-rail RF output voltage swing is between ground and 

supply voltage (VDD) in a resistively loaded configuration, and desired output power 

is defined as Pout, estimate for Ropt can be calculated. This estimate is shown in (26). 

 

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡 =
𝑉𝐷𝐷

2

8𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
      (26) 

 

For example, impedance matching losses, transistors compressive behaviour, or 

transistor output impedance are not considered in (26). Therefore, Ropt will be 

smaller in actual design than equation predicts. 

The concept of power matching is little controversy because transistor matched 

this way is asserted to cause reflections and voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) 

problems in a system, which it is inserted in. However, this is only half-true and for 

example a PA will operate perfectly well with an appropriate load, regardless how 

load environment is configured in a system level. However, the concern is that power 

matching causes different input termination to the subsequent device, compared to 

specified. [6] 
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3.5.2. Implementation 

Figure 20 shows a widely used single section lowpass matching network which 

converts impedance RL to Ropt. 

 
Figure 20. Impedance RL is transferred to Ropt using lowpass LC-matching. 

 

Capacitor C transforms real component of RL to a smaller value in plane A according 

to (27),  

 

𝑅𝑒(𝑍𝐴) =
𝑅𝐿

1+(
𝑅𝐿
𝑋𝐶

)
2                        (27) 

 

and inductor L is used to resonate the imaginary part away so that resistive Ropt is left 

on operating frequency. Inductive and capacitive reactances to perform this 

impedance conversion are written in (28) and (29). [6] 

 

𝑋𝐶 =
𝑅𝐿

√𝑚−1
          (28) 

 

𝑋𝐿 = 𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡√𝑚 − 1              (29) 

 

Single section matching bandwidth can sometimes be too narrow. This problem 

can be resolved by using more matching sections. The design of multisection 

impedance matching is often discussed in literature, and there are many design tools 

helping in this task. The basic idea is to split impedance transformation into smaller 

steps. For a two-section network, first section transforms impedance RL to RM and 

second section transforms RM to Ropt. The terminating and intermediate impedances 

should be in a harmonic sequence, which means that the intermediate resistance RM 

should be calculated using (30), for two-section network. [6] 

 
1

𝑅𝑜𝑝𝑡
:

1

𝑅𝑀
 =  

1

𝑅𝑀
:

1

𝑅𝐿
             (30) 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

This chapter focuses on designing two variants of PPA with respect to Table 1 

specification. Section 4.1 concentrates on the common source variant, and the source 

follower variant is discussed in section 4.2. Idea is to compare simulation results of 

these two topologies later and decide which is better for the application. 

Amplifier is planned to operate on class-B with biasing option to class-AB. In 

these topology evaluations, constant reference currents are used, although these 

reference currents can be for example proportional to temperature. Complementary 

structure for push-pull configuration was selected. Area costly output balun 

transformer is avoided, while still harnessing push-pull operation. Turn ratio of PPA 

input IC-balun for common source variant is 2:1, and 1:1 for source follower variant. 

Area of these two baluns is about the same. Frequency range from 1710 MHz to 

2020 MHz was targeted to be handled with a single balun and matching network. A 

high speed mosfet type advertised by process manufacturer was selected for both 

variants, and maximum recommended supply voltages were used to achieve the best 

performance. 

 

4.1. Complementary Common Source Push-Pull 

4.1.1. Core Amplifier and Gain Control 

CS-amplifier transistor’s Rout is beneficial to be optimised somewhat higher than Ropt, 

with limits of S22 specification. Table 2 contains calculated and simulated values 

from CS-amplifier supply voltage study. Values for Ropt were calculated using (26), 

and Rout values were calculated using (9) and Table 1 specification. 

Using simulation and target of 10 dBm compression point, minimum NMOS 

transistor widths were experimentally discovered for different supply voltage 

variants. Minimum transistor lengths were used. Rout -values were then simulated for 

these transistors, and results are shown also in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Supply voltage study for common source PPA NMOS side 

Transistor Calculated Simulated 

VDD [V] Ropt [Ω] Rout [Ω] (S22 = -10 dB) Rout [Ω] (W/L=W/L min) 

0.8 8 15 63 

1.2 18 35 300 

1.5 28 54 920 

1.8 41 78 2900 

 

It can be noticed that 0.8 V mosfet is the closest satisfying the S22 specification. 

On the other hand, feedback based S22 matching might be more effective when using 

high VDD transistors because of higher voltage gain. 

0.8 V mosfet and supply was selected for the amplifier. Other VDD transistors 

might be suitable as well, but S22 specification starts to dominate more and more in 

dimensioning when going into higher VDD values, which might cause negative effects 

to overall performance. 

Ropt for 0.8 V supply was calculated to correspond 8 dB of voltage gain from 

impedance matching network according to (25). Single low-pass network was 
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estimated to be sufficient. Matching component reactances were calculated using 

(28) and (29). Nearest E-12 series component values were 3.9 pF and 1.5 nH. 

Capacitive output impedance was not considered at this phase. 

The gain control was implemented by varying gm of the amplifier. This was 

realised by dividing the core amplifier into many parallel slices, which could be 

enabled or disabled. This is possible because CS-stage output quantity is current, and 

currents can be combined in the output node. Control switches are placed in the 

source terminals of the amplifier mosfets. Easy controllability, low distortion and 

option for resistive degeneration supported this placement choice for enable mosfets. 

Figure 21 shows a core slice of the amplifier. 

 

 
Figure 21. A single common source amplifier slice. 

 

PMOS and NMOS drivers and enable switches were initially dimensioned to have 

the same W/L except that PMOS side was multiplied by two. This gave near equal 

gm for PMOS and NMOS sides. When a slice is enabled, enable NMOS gate is 

connected to VDD and enable PMOS gate is grounded. If slice is disabled, control 

voltages are flipped between enable PMOS and NMOS. 

The gm is constant in every slice but when digital gain control word is used to 

adjust output power, a binary weighted gm saves control bits compared to 

thermometer coding. That is why slices were grouped properly to form binary 

weighted gm packets. A five bit [31:0] gain control word was experimentally decided, 

and therefore amplifier contains five different sized group of slices. Good layout is 

generally easier to be designed using equal W/L slices. 
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4.1.2. Biasing and Signal Splitting 

It is beneficial to make the bias current of class-AB amplifier adjustable. Figure 22 

shows the biasing circuit used, RF-signal splitting, and feedback. 

 

 
Figure 22. Common source PPA biasing, signal splitting, and feedback. 

 

Reference current is drawn from diode connected PMOS which generates PMOS 

core bias voltage. This PMOS must be matched to the core amplifier with suitable 

mirror ratio. Simple RC-filtering is used to separate RF-signal path and bias circuit 

from each other. Degeneration PMOS transistor is used to match bias circuit to the 

core amplifier.  

NMOS side bias voltage is created using negative feedback which forces NMOS 

DC-current to match PMOS DC-current. If NMOS and PMOS DC-currents are not 

equal, output DC-voltage drifts towards one of the supply rails. Negative feedback 

then corrects output DC-voltage by adjusting NMOS gate DC-voltage, which then 

biases NMOS correctly. RC-filters are used to attenuate RF signals from entering the 

feedback circuit. This biasing technique is beneficial because complementary push-

pull amplifier output DC is not in VDD/2 by itself. If other biasing techniques are 

used, an additional negative feedback system, which adjusts the output DC to VDD/2, 

must be used. 

RF input signal is fed through DC-block capacitors to the amplifier transistor 

gates. A simple negative shunt feedback was built into the amplifier to lower the 

output impedance.  It was realised with an AC-connected resistance from output to 

input. 

Common mode feedback (CMFB) Amplifier is a simple differential pair which is 

presented in Figure 23. Reference output DC-voltage is feeding the negative input 

and Figure 21 core amplifier output is connected to the positive input. A level shifter 
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is used to keep active load in saturation. Core amplifier gate capacitance forms 

dominant pole, and RC-filters were dimensioned with care to ensure enough phase 

margin in process corners.  

 

 
Figure 23. Common source PPA CMFB Amplifier. 

 

4.2. Complementary Source Follower Push-Pull 

4.2.1. Core Amplifier and Gain Control 

SF-amplifier Rout is beneficial to be optimised lower than Ropt, with limits of S22 

specification. Using (9), (20) and (21), and Table (1) S22 specification, it is possible 

to calculate a theoretical estimate for the voltage gain the SF stage will have. Body 

effect is not considered. Source followers are usually assumed to have voltage gain 

of almost 1, but if S22 is optimised, AV = 0.5 V/V can be expected. If source follower 

transistor is power matched, slightly larger AV can be expected with a cost of S22. AV 

= 0.66 V/V was estimated for the source follower PPA of this Thesis, when -10 dB 

level is allowed for S22. 

Maximum output voltage for the amplifier is VDD-Veff, if NMOS side transistor is 

kept in saturation. This means that if the input signal is biased to Vt, maximum peak 

input signal voltage is VDD/2, to ensure that the transistors stay in saturation. With 

this maximum input voltage, estimate for maximum output voltage can calculated by 

multiplying input signal with AV. This makes Ropt calculation possible for 10 dBm 

power, when transistors operate in triode region edge. Analysis results are shown 

Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Supply voltage study for source follower PPA NMOS side 

VDD [V] Vp_in_max [V] AV × Vp_in_max [V] Ropt [Ω] 

0.8 0.4 0.26 3 

1.2 0.6 0.4 8 

1.5 0.75 0.5 13 

1.8 0.9 0.59 17 
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From Table 3 it can be noticed that lower-end VDD source followers have clearly 

too small Ropt for wideband impedance matching. Source followers for 1.5 V or 1.8 

V supply voltage are more reasonable and the 1.8V was selected. 

Ropt for 1.8 V transistor was calculated to correspond 4.7 dB of voltage gain from 

impedance matching network according to (25). Single section low-pass network was 

estimated to be sufficient. Matching component reactances were calculated using 

(28) and (29). Nearest E-12 series component values corresponding to the reactances 

are 2.2 pF and 2.2 nH. Capacitive output impedance was not considered at this phase. 

The gain control was implemented by varying Rout and therefore AV of the 

amplifier. This was realised by dividing the core amplifier into many parallel slices 

which could be enabled or disabled. This is possible because SF total Rout is formed 

by many parallel slice 1/gm units. Control switches were placed in the drain terminals 

of the amplifier mosfets. Easy controllability and low distortion supported this 

placement choice for enable mosfets as in CS PPA. Figure 24 shows a core slice of 

the amplifier. 

 

 
Figure 24. A single source follower amplifier slice. 

 

Amplifier transistors and enable switches were initially dimensioned to have the 

same W/L except that PMOS side was multiplied by two. This gave near equal Rout 

for PMOS and NMOS sides. When a slice is enabled, enable NMOS gate is 

connected to VDD and enable PMOS gate is grounded. If slice is disabled, control 

voltages are flipped between enable PMOS and NMOS. 
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Rout is the same in every slice and binary weighted Rout saves control bits 

compared to thermometer coding. Slices were grouped properly to form binary 

weighted Rout packets. A four bit [15:0] gain control word was experimentally 

decided and thus amplifier contains four different sized group of slices. 

 

4.2.2. Biasing and Signal Splitting 

Figure 25 shows the biasing circuit and RF-signal splitting. A current mirror is used 

to mirror reference current to a bias tree, which forms amplifier gate bias voltages. Vt 

effects are cancelled using diode connected NMOS and PMOS, which should be 

matched to core amplifier with suitable ratio. Reference current sets the amplifier 

bias current level. RC-filters suppress RF-signals affecting the bias circuit. A CMFB 

amplifier sets the middle point DC of the amplifier, and feedback is taken from bias 

tree to avoid largish gate capacitance effects from the core amplifier. A miller 

capacitance in CMFB amplifier output is used to compensate the loop. DC-block 

capacitors are used to connect the RF-signal to the core amplifier gates. 

 

 
Figure 25. Source follower PPA biasing and signal splitting. 

 

Figure 26 shows the CMFB Amplifier schematic. It consists of a differential pair 

and a level shifter, which keeps the active load in saturation. Resistor in series with 

output helps compensating the closed loop. 
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Figure 26. Source follower PPA CMFB Amplifier. 
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5. SIMULATIONS 

In this chapter, schematic simulations of the PPA alternatives are analysed. IC design 

process is sometimes based on trial and error methodology, and therefore many 

intermediate simulations along the design process are needed. Usually these small 

intermediate simulations are only quickly examined with only brief notes written 

down. This chapter focuses only on the main dimensioning tasks and observations 

from the simulation results. PPA variants were initially dimensioned close to the 

final values, and then component parameter of interest was swept over some range. 

An absolute value of a metric in a certain point of the sweep is not the main 

purpose of the following simulations. Instead, a derivative of a simulation result is 

more interesting because it shows the relation between a small change in the design 

and the metric. Common source push-pull PPA is simulated first and source follower 

second, as in previous chapter. Overall results are presented at the end of variant 

simulations. 

Throughout corner simulations of this Thesis, first two letters in corner identifier 

defines NMOS and PMOS speed. SS stands for slow NMOS and PMOS, FF means 

fast NMOS and PMOS, and TT means typical transistors. Also, capacitor and resistor 

properties change in relation to corner identifier. Temperature is announced near 

corner identifiers. TT corner performance is evaluated in room temperature, while SS 

and FF are evaluated in cold and hot temperatures. 

 

5.1. Complementary Common Source Push-Pull 

5.1.1. Impedance Matching Network 

Impedance matching circuit was simulated to confirm the right component values 

and observation was that the matching voltage gain using calculated component 

values was in fact quite close to the desired 8 dB in center frequency, but it varied a 

lot inside matching frequency band. 

After initial simulations, real S-parameter component models were used in 

simulation with realistic transmission line models connecting them. Because PPA is 

operating through IC border, I/O pins were modelled with series resistor and 

inductor. Matching component values were picked from E-12 series to form an even 

matching gain despite of absolute value as long if it was high enough. Matching 

losses also started to affect and decrease matching gain. 

Soon it was realised that parasitic inductance and transmission lines removed the 

need for L-section because load tuned to too low frequency with the smallest 

inductor. Also, low parasitic inductance DC-block was needed. Amplifier S22 was not 

fully optimized in center matching frequency because matching gain would have 

dropped too much at the high end of matching bandwidth. Generally, component 

losses affected performance a lot and matching gain was sensitive to small changes. 

Impedance matching network schematic is presented in Figure 27. Figure 28 shows 

impedance matching voltage gain and S22 is plotted in Figure 29. 
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Figure 27. Impedance matching network model for 0.8 V common source PPA. 

  

 
Figure 28. Impedance matching voltage gain for 0.8 V common source PPA. 

 

 
Figure 29.Typical common source PPA 1710-2020 MHz S22 using LTE band 3, 2 

and 23 balun tuning words. 
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5.1.2. Core Amplifier 

Core amplifier W/L was swept over some range and the effects on performance were 

studied. Frequency was 1748 MHz and gain word was set to maximum. LTE band 3 

and 1748 MHz frequency was used for W/L sizing because it showed to be the most 

demanding of 1.8 GHz LTE bands because of the poor S22. 

Figure 30 shows the typical 1dB and 0.5 dB compression points versus relative 

transistor W/L. Amplifier seemed to have high P1dB even with modest transistor 

sizes. However, AM-AM results revealed that the smallest relative W/L results up to 

10 showed expansive gain behaviour. Gain expansion was the worst on the smallest 

W/L and diminishes towards the half way of swept W/L values. Also, impedance 

matching was optimized for midway values, which could cause this odd result. 

 

 
Figure 30. Typical common source PPA compression points versus relative W/L. 

 

Figure 31 shows the typical S22 versus relative W/L. It can be noticed that S22 

does improve when W/L grows but after some point, benefit starts to fade. Feedback 

based S22 matching was noticed to be ineffective because open loop voltage gain was 

small, and improvement seen based mostly on loading effect of the feedback resistor. 

Use of feedback reduced the gain and didn’t help in S22 effectively, and therefore it 

was omitted. 
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Figure 31. Typical common source PPA S22 versus relative W/L. 

 

Increase in W/L decreased power gain. Gain falls mostly because output 

impedance falls, which seems to dominate in gain. Also input impedance drops 

proportional to W/L which causes increase in input side gain losses. Typical power 

gain from PPA input to 50 Ω load versus relative W/L is shown in Figure 32. 

 

 
Figure 32. Typical common source PPA power gain versus relative W/L. 
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The conclusion from W/L dimensioning is that it should be high enough to reach 

suitable S22, P1dB and AM-AM behaviour, but over dimensioning causes loss in 

power gain. Power efficiency was also noticed to drop because the total bias current, 

to overcome crossover distortion, increases in relation to W/L. Relative W/L of 12 

was chosen. 

Next, biasing current needed to reach suitable linearity was examined. This time 

few PVT corners were used in evaluation. Figure 33 shows OIP3 versus core 

amplifier bias input current. 

 

 
Figure 33. Common source PPA OIP3 versus amplifier bias input current. 

 

OIP3 of 19-20 dBm was targeted because it seemed to satisfy the linearity 

specification. All corners follow about the same curve for OIP3 versus bias input 

current, except fast hot corner. When actual bias current was monitored, leakage 

current was noticeably big in fast hot corner. Phenomenon is visible in Figure 33 in a 

shape of oddly high OIP3 of FF Hot even with low bias input current. 

Figure 34 shows typical PPA current consumption from 0.8 V supply versus bias 

input current, when output power is sinusoidal 2 and 10 dBm. Relative current 

consumption for 10 dBm doesn’t change much in relation with bias input current, but 

2 dBm current consumption is affected much more. Bias input current of 650 µA was 

chosen. 
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Figure 34. Typical common source PPA DC current consumption versus bias input 

current. 

 

Figure 35 shows a typical 2 dBm two-tone test output spectral content of PPA 

simulated from 50 Ω load. IM product levels satisfy the specification. Figure 36 

illustrates a typical 2 dBm single-tone test output spectral content simulated from 50 

Ω load. Harmonic frequencies are fulfilling the specification easily. Part of the good 

second harmonic performance is based on impedance matching network, which 

creates a lot of second harmonic attenuation. 

 

 
Figure 35. Typical common source PPA 2 dBm two-tone 50 Ω load spectrum. 
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Figure 36. Typical common source PPA 2 dBm single-tone 50 Ω load spectrum. 

 

Typical one-tone transient current waveforms of the amplifier slice are presented 

in Figure 37 with 2 and 10 dBm power levels. NMOS and PMOS side currents are 

shown together on the same side to illustrate the symmetry. 

 

 
Figure 37. Single common source PPA slice PMOS and NMOS currents, when 

output power is 2 dBm (solid) and 10 dBm (dashed). 
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5.1.3. Gain Control 

Center frequency of 1880 MHz was used to test the gain control functionality. First 

simulation focused on enable transistor sizing. Question was that does small enable 

transistors and thus resistive degeneration make any benefit to the amplifier 

performance? Conclusion was that resistive degeneration only made performance 

worse in this PPA case: compression point decreased and S22 worsened. P1dB 

suffered from added compressive behaviour or decreased gain, and S22 suffered from 

larger effective output resistance. Eventually enable transistor width was 

dimensioned to be almost twice the size compared to the amplifier transistor. 

The gain control performance was evaluated by sweeping the five-bit gain word, 

and the result is shown in Figure 38. Figure contains typical values for power gain, 

PPA quiescent current consumption and output reflection coefficient. 

 

 
Figure 38. Typical common source PPA power gain (top), S22 (middle) and PPA 

quiescent current (bottom) versus five-bit gain word. 
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Power gain drops quite linearly as expected which looks logarithm behaviour in 

dB scale. PPA quiescent current scales nicely in relation to gain code, and therefore 

current is saved in low gain modes. However, output reflection coefficient worsens 

quickly when amplifier slices are disabled, and small gain codes might be useless 

because of bad S22. Simulations also showed that second harmonic attenuation 

started to worsen when gain word was decreased. Typical OIP3 was plotted against 

gain word in Figure 39. 

 

 
Figure 39. Typical common source PPA OIP3 versus five-bit gain word. 

 

OIP3 drops quite smoothly in relation to gain word, but faster than the actual 

power gain. OIP3 behaviour versus gain word can also be noticed in AM-AM 

response because flat gain changes to expansive when gain word is decreased. 

Typical AM-AM and AM-PM responses with three different gain words are shown 

in Figure 40. Input Power Backoff is referred to 10 dBm sine wave output power 

using maximum gain code.  
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Figure 40. Typical common source PPA AM-AM (top) and AM-PM (bottom) using 

gain words of 10, 20 and 31. 

 

5.1.4. Stability 

It was discovered that 3 pF to 4.4 pF balun primary side tuning capacitances covered 

the 1.8 GHz LTE bands. To have some margin for stability, slightly larger balun 

primary tuning capacitance range was used in stability evaluation. Using this tuning 

range, K-factor without stabilization is shown in Figure 41. All stability investigation 

shown include room temperature TT, and cold + hot SS, FF corners. 
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Figure 41. Common source PPA K stability factor without stabilization versus 

frequency. 

 

From Figure 41 it can be noticed that amplifier is not unconditionally stable 

because K is less than unity in many frequencies. The best cure for stability problems 

was resistance in series with input. Figure 42 shows the result after stabilization 

procedure. 

 

 
Figure 42. Common source PPA K stability factor after stabilization versus 

frequency. 
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5.1.5. Overall Performance 

The overall performance was simulated with three different 1.8 GHz LTE bands. 

Band 3 represents the lowest frequency, band 2 represents the center of matching 

band and band 23 is the highest band to be handled with the impedance matching 

network. Results are shown in Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6. 

 

Table 4. LTE band 3 overall schematic results for common source PPA 

LTE Band 3: 1710 - 1785 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (1710 MHz) [dB] -6 -6 -6 -6 -6 < -10 

S22 (1785 MHz) [dB] -10 -10 -10 -11 -11 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 12 12 11 13 12  

P1dB [dBm] 10.5 10.7 10 10.6 9.9 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 9.6 10 9 9.8 8.5 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 22 21 21 22 22  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -46 -46 -47 -46 -43 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -64 -64 -60 -62 -65 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 2.6 2.3 2.7 2.7 3.1  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 11 13 11 11 8  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 46 48 45 45 40  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 17 14 17 17 23  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 25 24 25 26 29  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 14 12 15 15 21  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 4.1 3.9 4.5 3.7 4.1  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 1 0.9 1.1 0.9 1  
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Table 5. LTE band 2 overall schematic results for common source PPA 

LTE Band 2: 1850 - 1910 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (1850 MHz) [dB] -11 -10 -9 -11 -11 < -10 

S22 (1910 MHz) [dB] -18 -18 -14 -24 -23 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 12 12 11 13 12  

P1dB [dBm] 11.1 11.4 10.7 11.3 10.5 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 10.4 10.8 9.9 10.6 9.3 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 23 20 22 24 23  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -52 -50 -50 -48 -47 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -77 -72 -69 -67 -80 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 0.6 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.7  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 11 13 11 11 8  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 44 46 43 43 37  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 17 15 17 17 23  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 27 26 27 27 30  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 14 12 15 15 21  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 3.7 3.5 4.1 3.3 3.7  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 0.9 0.8 1 0.9 1  
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Table 6. LTE band 23 overall schematic results for common source PPA 

LTE Band 23: 2000 - 2020 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (2000 MHz) [dB] -23 -23 -17 -21 -23 < -10 

S22 (2020 MHz) [dB] -18 -18 -16 -16 -17 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 11 11 11 12 12  

P1dB [dBm] 10.2 10.4 9.8 10.4 9.6 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 9.5 9.9 9 9.7 8.4 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 23 20 23 28 24  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -65 -53 -48 -55 -46 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -70 -71 -67 -69 -69 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 0.7 1.2 1 0.1 0.8  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 11 12 11 11 8  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 41 43 41 41 37  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 17 15 17 18 23  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 28 27 27 28 30  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 14 12 15 15 21  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 3.9 3.8 4.4 3.6 4  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 1 0.9 1.1 0.9 1.1  

 

It can be noticed that S22 of LTE band 3 is not fulfilling the specification in any 

corner at the lower end of frequency range. P1dB of LTE band 23 is fallen to 9.6 

dBm in FF hot corner. Also, some results are slightly off the specification. IMD3, 

HD2 and P0.5dB specifications are fulfilled in every case. 

 

5.2. Complementary Source Follower Push-Pull 

5.2.1. Impedance Matching Network 

Impedance matching circuit was simulated to confirm the right component values 

and S-parameter component models were used in simulation with realistic 

transmission line models connecting them as in CS PPA. I/O pins were simply 

modelled. Matching component values were picked from E-12 series. 2.2 pF C-

match gave decent P1dB over corners and frequencies, although in some corners 

P1dB was excessively high. 

It was challenging to reach good output reflection coefficient, because impedance 

from the balun side seemed to affect S22 heavily through gate capacitances. 

Impedance gyration effect turned output impedance inductive which seemed to 

narrow the matching bandwidth. Solution was to omit the L-section again as in CS-

amplifier, and balun secondary impedance was lowered with a parallel resistor until 
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S22 settled down enough. Downscaling the balun size and worsening the Q-factor 

would be more reasonable, but this parallel resistance trick was good enough for 

evaluation purposes. Power gain and PAE dropped drastically by this procedure. 

Figure 43 shows the impedance matching network schematic using S-parameter 

modelled components. Matching gain is plotted in Figure 44 and Figure 45 illustrates 

a typical S22 on the Smith chart. 

 

 
Figure 43. Impedance matching network model for 1.8 V source follower PPA. 

 

 
Figure 44. Impedance matching voltage gain for 1.8 V source follower PPA. 
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Figure 45. Typical common source PPA 1710-2020 MHz S22 using LTE band 3, 2 

and 23 balun tuning words. 

 

5.2.2. Core Amplifier 

Core amplifier W/L was swept over some range and effect for performance was 

studied. Frequency was 1880 MHz and gain word was set to maximum. Figure 46 

shows the typical 1dB and 0.5 dB compression points versus relative transistor W/L. 

Compression points rise when output impedance of the amplifier falls. 

 

 
Figure 46. Typical source follower PPA compression points versus relative W/L. 

 

Figure 47 shows the typical S22 versus relative W/L. It can be noticed that S22 is at 

best when relative W/L of 9 is used, which produces almost a conjugate match. 

Larger W/L than 9 makes output impedance smaller and in this case, realise a power 

match. 
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Figure 47. Typical source follower PPA S22 versus relative W/L. 

 

Figure 48 illustrates typical power gain of the amplifier. Power gain is quite low 

due to low input impedance and variations are relatively small versus relative W/L. 

Relative W/L of 15 was chosen because it fulfilled specification in corners and in 

different LTE bands most easily. 

 

 
Figure 48. Typical source follower PPA power gain versus relative W/L. 

 

Next, biasing current needed to reach suitable linearity was examined as in CS-

amplifier. Again, few PVT corners were used in study and bias input current was 
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swept over some range. OIP3 was used to determine the linearity and it is plotted 

against bias input current in Figure 49. Input bias current of 70 µA was selected 

because it set the OIP3 over 20 dBm. Significant leakage current of hot FF was not 

noticed as in CS amplifier. This might originate to longer length of 1.8 V transistors 

compared to 0.8 V transistors. 

 

 
Figure 49. Source follower PPA OIP3 versus amplifier bias input current. 

 

Figure 50 shows typical PPA current consumption from 1.8 V supply versus bias 

input current, when output power is sinusoidal 2 and 10 dBm. As in CS variant, 10 

dBm relative current consumption doesn’t rise as fast as 2 dBm current consumption 

in relation to bias input current. 

 

 
Figure 50. Typical source follower PPA DC-current consumption versus bias input 

current. 
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Figure 51 shows a typical 2 dBm two-tone test output spectral content of PPA 

when measured from 50 Ω load. IM product levels satisfy the specification. Figure 

52 illustrates a typical 2 dBm one-tone test output spectral content measured from 50 

Ω load. Harmonic frequencies satisfy the specification. 

 

 
Figure 51. Typical source follower PPA 2 dBm two-tone 50 Ω load spectrum. 

 

 
Figure 52. Typical source follower PPA 2 dBm single-tone 50 Ω load spectrum. 

 

Typical single-tone transient current waveforms of an amplifier slice are presented 

in Figure 53, using two 2 and 10 dBm power levels. NMOS and PMOS side currents 
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are shown together on the same side to illustrate the symmetry. Currents of a single 

slice are in the same magnitude as in CS PPA, because SF amplifier was split to less 

slices compared to common source amplifier. Current waveforms are clearly 

different between NMOS and PMOS, when output power is 10 dBm. 

 

 
Figure 53. Single source follower PPA slice PMOS and NMOS currents, when 

output power is 2 dBm (solid) and 10 dBm (dashed). 

 

5.2.3. Gain Control 

Center frequency of 1880 MHz was used to test the gain control functionality. Gain 

control enable transistors were dimensioned to be approximately twice the size of 

drivers, and size ratio between NMOS and PMOS was matched to set resistances 

equal. The gain control performance was evaluated by sweeping the four-bit gain 

word, and the result is shown in Figure 54. Figure contains typical values for power 

gain, output reflection coefficient and PPA quiescent current consumption. 
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Figure 54. Typical source follower PPA power gain (top), S22 (middle) and PPA 

quiescent current (bottom) versus four-bit gain word. 

 

Power gain drops quite linearly as expected. The highest value and positive gain 

range is small, which is caused by impedance gyration compensation.  S22 weakens 

quite fast as gain code is decreased. This happens because real part of output 

impedance grows and simultaneously imaginary part changes due to impedance 

gyration. PPA quiescent current scales nicely in relation to gain code.  

OIP3 drops faster than actual power gain when gain word is decreased. Like in CS 

variant, reduction of gain code affects negatively to linearity and S22. Figure 55 

shows typical OIP3 versus gain word. 
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Figure 55. Typical source follower PPA OIP3 versus four-bit gain word. 

 

OIP3 behaviour versus gain can also be noticed in AM-AM response because 

almost flat gain changes to more expansive when gain word is decreased. Typical 

AM-AM and AM-PM responses with three different gain words are shown in Figure 

56. Input Power Backoff is referred to 10 dBm sine wave output power using 

maximum gain code. 

 

 
Figure 56. Typical source follower PPA AM-AM (top) and AM-PM (bottom) using 

gain words of 9, 12 and 15. 
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5.2.4. Stability 

It was found out that 1.4 pF to 2.3 pF primary side tuning capacitances covered the 

1.8 GHz LTE bands. To have some margin for stability, slightly larger balun primary 

tuning capacitance range was used in stability evaluation. Using this tuning range, 

starting point K-value is shown in Figure 57. All stability investigation shown 

include room temperature TT, and cold + hot SS, FF corners. 

 

 
Figure 57. Source follower PPA K stability factor starting point versus frequency. 

 

Parallel resistance in PPA input helped in wandering S22, but it also stabilized the 

amplifier a bit. However, parallel resistance wasn’t effective way to reach 

unconditionally stable operation. Additional resistance in series with input was 

needed to make the amplifier unconditionally stable in the corners studied. K-factor 

after stabilisation procedures is shown in Figure 58. 

 

 
Figure 58. Source follower PPA K stability factor after stabilization versus 

frequency. 
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5.2.5. Overall Performance 

The overall performance was simulated with three different 1.8 GHz LTE bands. 

Band 3 represents the lowest frequency, band 2 represents the center of matching 

band and band 23 is the highest band to be handled with the impedance matching 

network. Results are shown in Table 7, Table 8 and Table 9. 

 

Table 7. LTE band 3 overall schematic results for source follower PPA 

LTE Band 3: 1710 - 1785 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (1710 MHz) [dB] -15 -12 -17 -12 -19 < -10 

S22 (1785 MHz) [dB] -25 -21 -16 -18 -34 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 5.6 6.9 5.9 4.7 3.7  

P1dB [dBm] 10.9 10.9 9.9 11.9 11.2 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 10.2 10.2 9 11.5 10.6 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 27 23 24 26 23  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -45 -45 -44 -46 -43 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -43 -46 -41 -46 -41 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.6 0.3  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 11 12 11 10 9  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 32 36 31 31 26  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 6 6 6 6 6  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 12 12 12 12 12  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 4 4 4 4 4  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 9 8 10 10 11  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 1.5 1.4 1.6 1.4 1.6  
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Table 8. LTE band 2 overall schematic results for source follower PPA 

LTE Band 2: 1850 - 1910 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (1850 MHz) [dB] -18 -15 -14 -17 -23 < -10 

S22 (1910 MHz) [dB] -17 -16 -12 -24 -18 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 5.2 6.5 5.3 4.5 3.5  

P1dB [dBm] 11.3 11.4 10.3 12.4 11.6 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 10.7 10.8 9.6 12 11.1 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 26 22 23 26 23  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -43 -43 -42 -44 -41 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -44 -47 -42 -47 -42 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 0.9 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.4  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 10 11 10 9 8  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 30 34 29 29 24  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 6 6 6 6 6  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 13 13 13 13 13  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 4 4 4 4 4  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 9 8 10 9 11  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5  
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Table 9. LTE band 23 overall schematic results for source follower PPA 

LTE Band 23: 2000 - 2020 MHz 

Process Corner TT SS FF 
Spec. 

Temperature 25 °C Cold Hot Cold Hot 

S22 (2000 MHz) [dB] -14 -11 -16 -12 -19 < -10 

S22 (2020 MHz) [dB] -15 -12 -13 -14 -19 < -10 

AP, (input to 50 Ω) [dB] 4.8 6 4.7 4.3 3.1  

P1dB [dBm] 11.9 12 10.8 13 12 > 10 

P0.5dB [dBm] 11.3 11.3 10 12.6 11.6 > 7 

OIP3 [dBm] 25 22 21 26 23  

IMD3 (2 dBm) [dBc] -41 -41 -40 -42 -39 < -40 

HD2 (2 dBm) [dBc] -45 -48 -43 -48 -43 < -40 

AM-PM (10 dBm) [deg] 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.3 1  

PAE (2 dBm) [%] 9 11 9 9 7  

PAE (10 dBm) [%] 28 31 26 27 22  

ISUPPLY (2 dBm) [mA] 6 6 6 6 6  

ISUPPLY (10 dBm) [mA] 13 13 13 13 13  

Iq (Max Gain) [mA] 4 4 4 4 4  

Mixer Ip (10 dBm) [mA] 9 8 10 9 11  

Balun pri Vpp (10 dBm) [V] 1.4 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.5  

 

Some results are slightly off the specification. S22, HD2 and P0.5dB specifications are 

fulfilled in every case. 
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6. DISCUSSION 

After PPA-variant simulations, it can be decided which topology is better according 

to the results. Because impedance gyration affected source follower topology 

severely, input impedance was lowered as a compensation, to have proper S22. This 

caused the SF overall performance to worsen remarkably: SF PPA needed twice the 

amount of mixer current compared to CS PPA. Therefore, CS topology is a better 

choice for the PPA. Conclusion is supported by the fact that RF source follower 

amplifiers are not common in literature, while CS configuration seems to be the 

default choice. 

In this Thesis, imaginary PA input impedance was assumed to be 50 Ω. However, 

PA input impedance is practically never perfectly 50 Ω, and it might vary as a 

function of antenna S11, which again varies as a function of surroundings. Therefore, 

a load pull analysis would be useful to see how sensitive the PPA performance is, 

when PA S11 is moved on the Smith chart. This load pull analysis might show even 

more differences in performance between topologies and supply voltage variants. 

Common source PPA design could be improved if higher supply voltage 

transistors were used. Impedance matching Q-value was noticed to be too high for 

the 0.8V variant, which caused the LTE band 3 to match poorly. Matching network 

was also sensitive to small changes in transmission line lengths and matching 

components, which might be a problem in an actual product. Multisection matching 

network could be used but brief testing was not successful. Impedance matching is 

not a simple task because proper S22 and matching voltage gain needs to be achieved 

simultaneously over matching bandwidth. A lossy feedback as a function of gain 

code might solve the gain control S22 problem of CS variant, when using higher 

supply voltage transistors, and thus higher open loop voltage gain. Gain control 

linearity properties can be compensated by adjusting the input power of PPA as a 

function of gain code. FF hot corner current leakage might be solved with higher 

supply voltage transistors, and better biasing. 

Sufficient power-supply-rejection-ratio (PSRR) of the PPA is important in a 

system level. If supply voltage is disturbed by a low frequency clock signal, clock 

signal is mixed to RF, where it creates sidebands for the information signal. It was 

simulated, that PSRR was clearly better in SF PPA than in CS PPA. In a CS PPA, 

disturbing signal in VDD is modulating VGS, while in SF, VGD is modulated. 

Regulated power supply might solve this problem. 

Complementary CS push-pull PPA reached good schematic simulation 

performance with better power efficiency than the previous class-A PPA, and 

therefore goal of this Thesis was accomplished. Designed CS PPA can also be 

compared to some other same topology amplifiers introduced in publications. Thesis’ 

PPA schematic design consumes around 22 mW of power when producing 10 dBm 

sine wave output power, while [7] push-pull PPA power consumption is 34.2 mW. 

Reference [7] PPA is very wideband but P1dB is only around 6 dBm. Reference [8] 

differential push-pull PA uses only 8.5 mA for 8 dBm in class-B mode, but supply 

voltage, which is not reported, might be around 2 V. In that case, drain efficiency of 

the Thesis’ CS PPA is better than [8] for full power. Even if actual implementation 

of the Thesis’ CS PPA would decrease the performance considerably compared to 

the schematic model, performance might still be comparable to similar designs 

published. 
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7. SUMMARY 

This work focused on evaluating a single-ended push-pull topology for LTE SoC 

PPA, to replace existing differential class-A amplifier. Idea was to lower current 

consumption and reduce number of RF-outputs.  Linearity specifications are strict, 

and suitability of the push-pull topology was under consideration. Frequency range 

in this study was 1710-2020 MHz, and 10 dBm output 1 dB compression point was 

targeted.  

First, basic RF-amplifier metrics and definitions were explained. Then, RF-

amplifier design theory related to this Thesis was presented. Complementary push-

pull structure was chosen for PPA, because output balun was then avoided. Common 

source (CS) and source follower (SF) complementary push-pull amplifier variants 

were identified for evaluation. 

Both variants were designed and simulated at a schematic level to fulfil the PPA 

specification. Gain control functionality was implemented by partitioning the 

amplifier into controllable binary weighted partitions. Output DC voltage was set 

using common mode feedback. CS variant was designed using 0.8 V supply voltage, 

and 1.8 V was used for the SF. 

SF-variant performance was affected severely by impedance gyration, which was 

compensated by lowering the amplifier input impedance with a parallel resistor. This 

however dropped performance significantly, and therefore CS-topology was stated to 

be a better choice for the PPA. 

Specification fulfilling linearity was achieved in both variants, when bias current 

was increased enough. It was noticed that impedance matching network for 0.8 V CS 

variant is probably too challenging to be realised in an actual PCB. Compression 

point and S22 specifications were mostly fulfilled in both variants. CS-variant was 

noticed to suffer from low PSRR. 

Gain control was tested by sweeping the gain word. In both variants, power gain 

dropped nicely, and quiescent current scaled down in a relation to the gain word. 

However, output reflection coefficient worsened quickly when gain word was 

decreased. 

Schematic performance of variants was studied using LTE bands 3, 2 and 23. 

Common source variant showed good typical performance on bands 2 and 23, having 

typical PAE over 40 % for 10 dBm sine wave power, while S22 was better than -10 

dB.  Harmonic frequency levels were low, and OIP3 of 23 dBm was achieved. 

Source follower variant had typical PAE over 28 % for 10 dBm sine wave power. 

Preceding mixer stage current consumption was double for SF-variant compared to 

CS-variant. 

According to schematic simulations, class-A 1.8 GHz pre-power amplifier can be 

replaced with a complementary common source push-pull amplifier, to achieve better 

power efficiency. 
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